PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Project Name: The Set of Netflix’s The Break with Michelle Wolf
Location: New York, NY
Installation Completion: May 2018
Production Design: Tom Lenz
Lighting Design: Alan Adelman
Scenic Shop: Stigelbauer Associates, Inc.
City Theatrical Solution(s): QolorFLEX® 5-in-1 LED Tape, QolorFLEX NuNeon™, QolorFLEX 5x8A Dimmers

CHALLENGES

The primary challenge of this project when it came to the lighting and scenery was time. While the scale of the set for the show was large compared to other web-based television shows, the design and installation schedule was brief, leaving only a few weeks to complete this large scale installation before the show’s debut.

Another challenge was sourcing and installing high quality LED tape that could be used in different ways. The design required both RGB and Adjustable White (WWCW) LED tape for back lighting, to add depth to the scenery. The design also called for bright, bold, striking LED tape lighting in certain areas, including archways, which would be in direct view of the audience and camera.

SOLUTION

QolorFLEX 5-in-1 LED Tape presented the unique solution for LED tape requirements for the project, in that it saved both materials cost and installation time by giving the look of both RGB and Adjustable White (WWCW) LED tape - all in a single tape.

“[QolorFLEX LED Tape] is a wonderful, useful tool. It allowed me to design scenery very similar to our sketches.”
- Tom Lenz, Principal/Partner, 513

Learn more about QolorFLEX 5-in-1 LED Tape at: www.citytheatrical.com/products/qolorflex-5-in-1-led-tape
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SOLUTION (Continued)

QolorFLEX NuNeon was selected to provide bright white, bold accents throughout the set’s architecture. QolorFLEX NuNeon linear lighting was installed easily over archways and straight lines alike. It is color matched and accentuated the look of the QolorFLEX 5-in-1 LED Tape.

QolorFLEX 5x8A Dimmers were chosen to provide dimming control for the project, mainly because it pairs perfectly with five channel tapes like QolorFLEX 5-in-1 Tape. These dimmers also provided dimming control for QolorFLEX NuNeon.

QolorFLEX Accessories, such as six conductor ribbon cable and six-pin phoenix connectors, were used with the QolorFLEX Dimmers to ensure a seamless installation throughout the set.

“[QolorFLEX NuNeon] provided a punctuated ‘zing’ of light on areas we wanted to accent. [QolorFLEX 5-in-1 LED Tape] helped us express a soft depth in our design.”
- Tom Lenz, Principal/Partner, 513

Learn more about QolorFLEX NuNeon at: www.citytheatrical.com/products/qolorflex-nuneon

Learn more about QolorFLEX 5x8A Dimmers at: www.citytheatrical.com/products/qolorflex-5x8a-dimmer